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All started with a meeting.
Meeting of bodies, territories, arts, cultures, intentions, to reach
our borders: of the self, of identities, diversity and also of intersections.
BORDERS is a collaborative project between three entities: Fundación Psico Ballet Maite León (Spain), DanÇando com a DiferenÇa
(Portugal) and Grupo Diversos-UFG (Brazil), supported by IBERESCENA 2021. Three groups, in different territories, will prepare their
own historical concept of BORDERS.
An inclusive dance project that will deal with encounters and borders: our mind, our own skin, our secrecy, confinement, individualism; geographical, cultural, historical, temporal borders.
The border is not a line, nor a merely spatial or temporal demarcation between two points or territories; not only as a mark of political delimitation of nations.
The border as a potential future of a body that walks miles, crosses
seas and mountains in search of territories, human dignity, shelter,
life and affection.
The result of the creative processes will be shown in a documentary and show that will show the process and the expectations of
the aesthetic vision of the three companies.

Iberescena
The Ibero-American Performing Arts Fund IBERESCENA was created in November 2006 on the basis of the decisions adopted by the
Ibero-American Summit of Heads of State and Government held in
Montevideo (Uruguay).
The mission of the IBERESCENA Program is to promote the exchange, creation and professionalization of the Ibero-American
Performing Arts, stimulating its circulation, co-production, research and dissemination; recognizing the cultural diversity of the
countries of the Ibero-American Cultural Space and aligning its actions to the 2030 Agenda.
Approved by the Intergovernmental Council, in 2022 the Four-Year
Strategic Plan of IBERESCENA 2022-2025 comes into force,
through which a series of actions are specified for that time period, articulated in three strategic objectives:


Strengthen the Ibero-American Performing Arts by promoting its sustainability and promoting its role as a means of
economic and social development.



Consolidate effective gender equality in the field of IberoAmerican Performing Arts.



Contribute to the development of public policies for the Performing Arts in the Ibero-American Cultural Space.

The Dance Companies.
Psicoballet Maite León Foundation
Psicoballet Maite León is a private non-governmental organization, based in Madrid and founded in 1986, created by the dancer and choreographer Maite León. It pursues universal access to culture and artistic training and the promotion of the professionalization of artists with disabilities.It is a great reference in the training of professionals and currently has an Inclusive Art School with 350 students, the IOCO Art Training Center, professional training and job placement programs, teacher training projects, university internships and community projects. All
this range of activities culminates in different shows of their two dance companies; the professional company, FRITSCH CO., and PSICO BALLET Company. Psico Ballet Maité León Foundation is largely responsible for the dissemination of inclusive arts throughout Spain, having
trained hundreds of professionals during its years of existence.

Dançando com a Diferença
It emerged as a pilot project in 2001 in the Autonomous Region of Madeira. It is currently considered one of the most important inclusion projects through the world's arts, based on the concept of Inclusive Dance. Presented by the creator and general director of this project, Henrique
Amoedo, important artistic and educational initiatives are currently being developed in Madeira and in the Municipality of Viseu through dance. Cities such as Guimarães and Loulé, in Portugal, with artistic inclusive projects in partnership with "Madeira Dance Inclusive". Important
Portuguese, Brazilian and also Spanish choreographers created works for the dance repertoire of Dançando com a Diferença, where the Portuguese Clara Andermatt, Rui Horta, Paulo Ribeiro and Rui Lopes Graça stand out; The Brazilians Henrique Amoedo, Ivonice Satie, Carolina Teixeira and Henrique Rodovalho and more recently the Spanish La Ribot have created works of great success and international recognition for
Dançando.

Art, inclusion and community at the Federal University of Goiás (UFG)
Created in 2017 in Goiânia / Brazil, with the aim of working at university level with the community and with undergraduate students in dance,
theater and music. Based on the concept of Inclusive Dance, developed by Henrique Amoedo, this extension project has currently been developing stage work, relying on the collaboration and formation processes of the Portuguese group, and has had the support of state and municipal entities such as the Goiás Art and Culture Fund -FAC (2017), to make an adaptation of the ENDLESS show (from the repertoire of Dançando com a Diferença) and the Municipal Law of Incentive for Culture in 2019 to develop the scenic research “We in me : dancing cartographies”.
It has important alliances such as the Coordination of Affirmative Actions and the Accessibility Center, which allow the group to reach indigenous students, quilombolas and people with disabilities, the LGBTQIAP community. Currently, the project is one of the resident artistic
groups at the UFG Cultural Center (CCUFG).

Artístic Team
Marlini Dorneles (co-director and y choreographer)
Marlini Dorneles de Lima - Professor of the Degree in Dance at the Federal University of Goiás, Doctor of Art from IDA- Universidade de Brasília-UnB. She is a member
of the Nucleus of Dance Collective 22 and a member of the research laboratories:
NúcleoDe Estudos and Investigación Colectiva 22 at UFG. Participates as a researcher in the Documentation and Research in Dance ErosVolusia - CDPDan IDA - UNB.
Graduated in Classical Ballet Method Agrippina Vaganova, from the School of Dance
Dancer, AlegreteRS (1994). Graduated in Physical Education - from the Federal University of Santa Maria (UFSM), specializing in Human Movement Sciences - UFSM,
researched on dance, corporality and Children with Down Syndrome. Master of the
Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC) studied on the choreographic composition under a phenomenological perspective. She has participated in the organization
of the IV Festival FUGA University of Performing Arts of Goiás (2011); Assistant director of the show. RUBRO (awarded by Klauss Vianna, 2011), Dance Colloquium of the
UFG Dance Course (2013); 8th Dance Movement, organized by CDP Dan / UNB Arts
Institute (2013), Corpopular-Cultural Intersections, PROEXT / UFG project (2012).
She worked in the SESI-Goiânia choreographic main project, as a scenic provocateur
in 2014; In 2015, 2016 she participated in the II Mostra Núcleo Coletivo 22, Assistant
director of the work Pro Sobre do Mar eu, protected by the Municipal Law of Incentive to Culture Notice No. 01/2014), contemplated by the Law of Municipal Culture Incentive No. 01/2015, with the project videodança Elas Florescem, and with FAC-2015
with Project: Artistic Exchange at the Associação dos Amigos da Inclusive Art - Dancing with the Difference. She participated in Dança em Redes, 2016, with the performance Between roots, bodies and faith. Proponent of the Dancing with Difference
Project: art, inclusion and community. Considered by FAC-2017 (Dance). Artistic director of the show Sin fin, association of Grupo Dançando with Diferença-Portugal
and with the group in Goiânia. Current coordinator of the Projeto Dançando com a
Diferença - GO / Brazil.

Henrique Amoedo (co-director and choreographer)
With a degree in Physical Education and Sports (1994) and a specialist in body awareness (1999), he began to develop artistic works with people with disabilities with
the creation of Roda Viva Cia. De Dança. With this company, which was the first to
achieve the professionalization of people with disabilities in Brazil, it represents the
country in the "I International Festival of Dance in Wheelchairs" (Boston-USA).
In 1999 he began his doctorate in Artistic Interpretation - Dance at the Faculty of
Human Motricity of the University (Lisbon). He completed his thesis in 2002, thus
launching the concept of Inclusive Dance, used in different countries. This concept
proposes an innovative and aggregating approach to the participation of people
with and without disabilities in the artistic and cultural scene. In the same year, he
oversees the creation of the Inclusive Dance company, Cia. Experimental - Grupo
Mão na Roda, in Diadema (São Paulo). Currently, at the same University of Lisbon,
he continues to investigate, in the Doctorate course in Human Motricity - Dance
Specialty, which he is currently studying, the concept he created. In 2000 he was
invited by the Regional Directorate for Special Education and Rehabilitation of the
Autonomous Region of Madeira to give a series of workshops. Such actions would
later lead to the emergence of the Dancing with Difference Pilot Project and later
to the Association of the same name. As artistic director and choreographer, he was
already in charge of projects in different areas, including the creation of Grotox (for
Casa da Música, Porto) and ENDLESS (a European project for lifelong learning) and
SAFE.
The approach of important Brazilian and Portuguese choreographers to the reality
of people with disabilities in artistic settings is carried out through the work and intervention of Amoedo. Edson Claro, Luis Arrieta, Henrique Rodovalho, Clara Andermatt, Rui Horta, Paulo Ribeiro, Rui Lopes Graça, Tânia Carvalho, La Ribot, among
others stand out. Current COORDINATOR of the Projeto Dançando com a Diferença - GO / Brazil

Gabriela Martín (co-directora y coreógrafa)
Artistic director of Psico Ballet Maite León. Degree in Biology and title D.E.A. doctorate in animal and human behavior, from the Complutense University of Madrid. Dancer
and choreographer, director and president of Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation, since 2006. Specialist in Inclusive Scene, participates in numerous conferences, seminars,
masters or research projects on inclusive-community performing arts in different public and private national or international universities. She regularly works in Community Scene and with entities from different groups at risk of social exclusion, such as people at risk due to drug addiction, former prisoners, children under guardianship, people
without a permanent home, people over 60+, mental health users, etc.; always enhancing the scenic strength of each person.
Since 2006, she has been the artistic coordinator of the Workshop “Inclusive Scene.
Obra Social La Caixa” of the Manuel de Falla Courses, of the Granada International Music and Dance Festival.
In 2012, she created the professional inclusive company FRITSCH COMPANY, promoting the professionalization of interpreters with diversity in the scenic field.
In 2014 she created the company "Contemporáneos" made up of older people from
Granada.
In 2021, she created the musical group Morpho Bleu made up of diverse people.
Under her leadership, the Foundation has been awarded the Granada Festival Medal;
Award for Dance, from the Association of Dance Professionals of the Community of
Madrid; “Seniors of the Year” award from Granada City Hall, Cermi award for inclusive
cultural action, Victor Ullate Foundation award.

